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Bookshelf

KEYWORD SEARCH
Type in keywords to
search the content of all
Britannica e-books or use
the dropdown box to
search by “title” only.

MY FOLDER
Access your
research notes and
see your bookmarks.

BROWSE ALL
TITLES
Click on a title you like.

These titles may also appear
in your card catalog.
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Details

SPECIFICATIONS
READ IT
Choose to read it online or
download for offline use
on a PC or device.

Locate details about the
title, such as copyright,
recommended age, page
counts, and other
important information.

CITATIONS
Click this tab to get
correctly formatted
citations.
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SEARCH BOX
Type in your search terms
and see the exact places
where your term is
located.

ADJUST YOUR PAGE
LAYOUT
View as single or double
pages, enlarge or reduce the ebook, and turn the pages
clockwise or counterclockwise.

CITATIONS

Inside

Click this icon to get
correctly formatted
citations.

PRINT
Pages can also be
printed from the print
icon.

BOOKMARK, TAKE
NOTES, HIGHLIGHT
TABLE OF CONTENTS
See the table of contents and
expand or contract the information
as needed. Link to any section by
clicking on the entries. Bookmark
a page, create notes, or highlight
on any page. These can be saved
and accessed later in “My Folder.”
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MARC Records for Librarians

DOWNLOAD MARC RECORDS
Go to the “Bookshelf,” the collection of
Britannica e-books owned by your school
or library.
Click the “Download Marc Record” link for
your title.

CUSTOM MARC
RECORDS
If your Library Management
Systems (LMS) requires the
MARC 21-852 or MARC 21-949
records, there are two options:
1. You can append these records
to each title through your LMS.
2. E-mail your Britannica
representative or contact@eb.com
for a form to fill out for processing
and we will produce the custom
records for you.

Schools and libraries can duplicate as necessary
.
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